
Essay title : Hidden cost of good intentions : what is seen and what is not seen.

Introduction.

It is the purpose of the present essay to analyse three government actions, which despite being 
well intended, comport hidden cost. Because ''one of the great mistakes is to judge policies and 
programs by their intentions rather than their results''[a]  and government solution sometime not 
only fail to solve problems, but even make it worse[b]. The problem with government is  ne i the r  
ev i l ne s s ,  nor  i ncom pe ten ce [ c ] ,  bu t  becaus e  no t  on l y  cen t r a l  p l ann ing  i s 
i mpos s ib l e [ d ] ,  bu t  i t  c an  no t  do  much  o the r  t han  p roh ib i t ,  coe rce  and  r e s t r i c t . 
I n s t ead  i t  i s  l i be r t y,  enab le s  i nd iv idua l s  t o  s o lve  p rob l ems  and  c r e a t e 
w ea l th ,  becaus e  Governments never learn, only people do [ e ] .

The three selected actions are : Subsidy to electricity, market relocation and transportation 
price control.

Expensive Subsidized electricity.

With intent to guaranty affordable and widespread access to electricity, thus promote 
economic development, the government instituted public companies to provide electricity. But 
despite consecutive years of investment and the creation of more accountable, at least size and 
administratively wise, companies which handles production and distribution separately, black outs 
and a poor grid is still the norm, especially during the rainy season. Will there are certainly myriad 
of technical reasons for the situation, what is at work is likely Subsidies.

It is intuitive to see the positive effects of subsidy, especially in Angola, since instead of 
taxation, most of the financing is done from the petroleum rent. Therefore tax extraction costs and 
distortions of the economy, such has dead-weight cost[1] ,are not the problem because financing is 
somewhat neutral in this aspect. The question is rather what is subsidized and not how it is financed.

The subsidies are central to the state-owned companies and creates such a structure of 
incentives different to most commercial ventures. First of all it is an explicit guaranty of revenue 
independent of service. The problem is that prices has the economic function of conveying 
information. For instance, high prices signals that there is high demand, since individuals are 
outbidding each other to claim parts of the scarce resources, and that whoever have capital, might  
create value by satisfying the demand. Low prices, in the other hand, usually signals that demand is 
somewhat satisfied and thus that there is no reason, to invest more resources other than waste. This 
important economic function of prices[2],is what enable free individuals to coordinate economic 
activities despite the lack of central planning. 

In the other hand, central planning making depend much on subjective considerations, such 
has political winds or personal bias, is blind of supply and demand. Therefore investment is 
concentrated in cherry picked areas, such has the dwindling old town, at the detriment of the 
growing suburbs and in building eye pleasing white elephants. This has led to a mismatch, not only 
in term of capacity, but also of  geographically distribution, between the distribution grid and the 
consumers.
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But this miss-allocation of resources, created by subsidies, is just part of the problem, since 
most of the damage arise from laws[3] that transform it in costs. Under said laws, there is a state 
monopoly, 
, under which private ventures might be tolerated , provided the purchase of an expensive and 
valueless  licence. These private ventures, in the pursuit of profits tries to provide electricity in areas 
neglected by the state companies. In this incarnation of Adam Smith invisible hand[4], the 
underlying free market tries to correct the miss-allocation of resources, but the cost of doing so is 
passed to the consumers … which happen to be low income people living in the suburbs. But this 
impromptu extension of the grid lead to consumption far exceeding planned capacity.

This overloading of the grid is at least beneficial, since the information that there is a scarcity 
of electricity have finally made it to the state companies in a channel other than price. But because 
the opportunity cost of rationing is lower, than the cost of increasing service, with no effect to 
revenue, the state-owned companies prefer rationing to expansion.

While subsidies are a politically elegant solution, cheap and accessible electrical power have 
not been achieved. Instead it has caused a large scale miss-allocation of resources on large scale and 
the cost of correcting it is passed on the private initiative or in other word subsidy has created cost 
that would otherwise not exist. It  seems preposterous to assume that a private sector might emerge 
in such poor country and that government is indispensable ... but individuals already tries to satisfy 
their energy needs now, being it by private ventures trying to complement the deficiencies of the 
grid and importation of fuel powered generators. There is in principle no impediment to private 
efforts to marshal enough capital and satisfy demand except the current regulations, licensing and 
especially monopoly of state companies.

Markets, waste and transit

In order to solve transit and  excess waste problems, the government once decided to relocated 
one of the capital's busiest markets, to a location farther from town. Such relocation obviously 
required mild police force, to deal with whoever would defy the removal order. Indeed the cheer 
number of anti-mutiny police easily overcome the small crowd which protested by mounting a road 
barricade. But the planers would soon discover that not only there is a limited set of things 
individuals can do at the end of the barrel of a gun, especially when is involved Opportunity cost.

The supposition made by the planers, that the vendors simply had choose that spot to set up 
market and thus they could be ordered to move to another, was mistaken. Because ''there are things  
that are the fruit of human action and not of humans minds''[5][6], the location was not the choice of 
the sole vendors of the decision or of any particular individual, but the result of social interaction 
among individuals.

The said market was the point were two major transportation axis crossed. It was therefore the 
local were not goods from both sides could be brought at the cheapest price, but also clients. From a 
lengthy process of trial and error, both vendors and clients, which had chosen to conduct business 
there prospered in relatively to people in other place. Therefore it became evident that this was the 
best place to have a market and the relocation was against this social decision. 
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Contrarily to the assumption of the planners, the decision created an additional cost not only 
for the vendors, but also for the clients. Because the increase of cost was not connected to any 
increment in value, customers voted with their cash to nullify the relocation decision. The vendor 
faced the choice of accepting the relocation and loosing business or the next cheapest option, being 
to uphold their clients decision and face the increased cost of persecution … and took the later.

The government reacted to the unexpected civil disobedience by resorting to ever greater 
levels of violence, even using mounted police officers. Despite spending much resources, the effort 
ultimately failed either to solve the transit, the waste problem or relocate the market.

But if the ''invisible hand'' is so good in finding place for a market, why is it not good to treat 
of the transit and waste problem ? 

Firstly, having ownership of the roads, the state have sole responsible capacity of the roads 
and therefore traffic. What is really interesting is why individuals, which likely don't let mountains 
of waste accumulate in their homes, would do it in their workplace ? The difference is property 
rights.

Because the market was public place, no vendor had incentives to bear the cost of cleaning 
and instead instead opted to the next cheapest option by transferring it to others by dumping it in the 
vicinity. Instead of resorting to violence, the problem could have been solved by making the 
vendors bear the cost of their action, through a shared ownership over the space and therefore give 
them incentives to keep it clean.

Taxi expensively cheap.

After public outcry following yet another price hike by the private taxis operating in the 
capital, government decided to keep fare affordable. While what was seen was that under the 
pressure of the police, the taxis lowered the fares, it wasn't seen that costs effectively increased.

Every economic activities have costs, these are generally capital, operational and  risk-related. 
When the the return is superior to the aggregate of the costs involved, the activity makes economic 
sense or otherwise it will not continue.

What happened was that the method used by the police to impose lower fares, was an 
additional cost. Falling in the police net meant at best, losing one day of income and at worst 
having the vehicle confiscated indefinitely against a hefty fine, or in other words not only loosing 
expected income but previously earned. To cope with this additional cost, prices fares needed to 
adjust.

But since by increasing fares also increased the chance of trouble with the police, taxis made 
took the next cheapest option and reduced services by running shorter routes. While technically 
abiding to the government orders, real prices increased. The situation could have been temporary, 
but by confiscating vehicles and putting providers out of business, the government had  succeeded 
in severely reducing the supply of taxi service and therefore increased the price even more.

The use of force did not address the causes of the price hike, which are stiff tariff to import 
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cars, expensive licensing, degrading roads and constant harassment. The tentative of price control 
by the government simply added an additional cost of on top of these and increased the fares even 
more. But when ''when faced with problems caused by interventions in the free market, the  
government generally double down''[7]. Simply declaring lower fares does not change the reality that 
cost are high and even if individuals might at first curb to arbitrary, the  situation is untenable since 
"if something cannot go on forever, it will not,"[8].
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